Upload a picture to LinkedIn

1. Visit the LinkedIn website: https://www.linkedin.com/. Type in your email address and password and click **Sign In**.

2. In the upper right corner of LinkedIn, you’ll notice a **blank avatar** with a pencil icon. Click here to add a picture to the profile.

3. A blue bubble will appear above your main profile. Click the **Browse…** button to find a picture on your computer.
4. Browse to the location where your image is stored (Desktop, My Pictures, etc.). Select the picture you wish to set on your profile and click **Open**.

5. The name of your image will appear next to the browse button. Click **Upload**.
6. Make any final adjustments to your picture such as zoom or the position. Click **Add to profile**.

7. The picture will now appear in the profile area. You can always change the photo in the future by clicking **Change photo**.